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Abstract
When more than a single classifier has been trained for the
same recognition problem the question arises how this set
of classifiers may be combined into a final decision rule.
Several fixed combining rules are used that depend on the
output values of the base classifiers only. They are almost
always suboptimal.
Usually, however, training sets are available. They may be
used to calibrate the base classifier outputs, as well as to
build a trained combining classifier using these outputs as
inputs. It depends on various circumstances whether this is
useful, in particular whether the training set is used for the
base classifiers as well and whether they are overtrained.
We present an intuitive discussing on the use of trained com-
biners, relating the question of the choice of the combining
classifier to a similar choice in the area of dissimilarity
based pattern recognition. Some simple examples will be
used to illustrate the discussion.

1. Introduction

For almost any real world pattern recognition problem a
series of approaches and procedures may be used to solve it.
Various representations may be possible, like graphs, dis-
similarities and features. In each of them the use of several
object measurements may be considered. Once the repre-
sentation has been established, many decision procedures
are available, most of them having again a wide choice of
possible training or estimation procedures.

At some stage in the design of a pattern recognition
system one thereby has collected a set of possible classifi-
ers, that may be based on entirely different object represen-
tations. Traditionally the best classification system is
selected on the basis of an evaluation. Recently, the possi-
bilities of combining sets of classifiers has been considered.
There are many examples found in which such a combina-
tion of classifiers has a better performance than any of the
base classifiers in the set [3,9,11]. How to construct such a
combination of classifiers has become an important direc-
tion of research [14,15].

The difficulties that arise in combining a set of classifie
is directly evident if one considers the metaphor of a com
mittee of experts. How has such a committee to arrive a
final decision? By voting? But that neglects their differ
ences in skills and seems pointless if the constitution of t
committee is not carefully set up. This may be solved b
assigning areas of expertise and following the best exp
for each new item of discussion. In addition to the decisio
the experts may be asked to provide some confidence.
what to do with an expert that claims to have a great insig
with respect to aspects of the problems that is not shared
anyone else? As a consequence he is dominating the d
sion at points that seem arbitrary for the others. Who w
decide whether he is faking or really an expert?

The above problem can not be detected if we just esta
lish the committee, give them a decision procedure usi
their own confidences and follow their decisions. Fo
designing an optimal decision procedure we need to eva
ate the committee. Such an evaluation would mean that
supply problems with known solution, study the expe
advises and construct from that procedure the combin
decision rule.

In terms of classifiers this is called training. It will be
clear that training is needed unless the collection of expe
fulfills certain conditions. We will start by summarizing in
section 2 the ways a set of base classifiers can be found
generated. In section 3 conditions will be discussed f
some fixed rules that can be applied. Some typical situatio
in which these conditions fail are discussed as well.

Several ways to train the combining classifier are di
cussed in section 4. Consequences for the use of the train
set are treated in section 5. The problem of finding a co
bining classifier has strong similarities with building class
fiers from dissimilarity based representations [22,23]. Th
is explained further in section 6.

The paper is concluded by a final discussion.

2. The base classifiers

The base classifiers may arise from the application
may deliberately be generated in order to construct
advanced classifier that performs better than any of the b
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classifiers. We will enumerate the various possibilities of
the second type. When in solving applications a series of
classifiers is encountered that may be combined then it is
usually within one of these types.

Base classifiers should be different (as it makes no sense
to combine identical classifiers), but they should also be
comparable, i.e. their outputs should be represented such
that a combining classifier can use the as inputs. We will
return on the second demand later. A consistent set of dif-
ferent classifiers may be generated in the following ways:
1. Different initializations. If the training is initialization

dependent, different initializations may result in differ-
ent classifiers. This holds, for instance, for neural net-
works.

2. Different parameterchoiceslike the number of neigh-
bors in the k-NN rule, the size of the smoothing param-
eter in the Parzen classifier, the kernel in the support
vector classifier, the amount of pruning in a decision
tree, the size of a regularization parameter and the
choice of the target value for neural networks.

3. Differentarchitectureslike the size of a neural network.
4. Different classifiers trained in the same feature space

and by the same training set, like Fisher’s Linear Dis-
criminant, Bayes normal, a support vector classifier and
a decision tree.

5. Different training sets, i.e. different samples from the
same design set, with or without replacement. Well
known examples are bagging [2] and boosting [6]. In the
first, training sets are fully independent by bootstrap-
ping, in the second, they differ systematically as a result
of previous classification. Training sets may also be dif-
ferent if each of the classes is first split by a cluster anal-
ysis and then the classes are separated cluster by cluster.
Another example of this group is the set of two-class
discriminants that may be used to solve an m-class prob-
lem by discriminants between each of them and the m-1
others [31].

6. Differentfeature sets. In some applications objects may
be represented in entirely different feature domains, e.g.
in identification by speech and by images, or by a set of
answers on a medical checklist to be combined with the
results of medical tests. The generation of random sub-
sets out of a large feature set appears also to be success-
ful [27,28]

This list is roughly ordered such that lower in the list the
combination of classifiers becomes more successful due to
the fact that classifiers are increasingly different and still
informative [5,32]. How different the resulting classifiers
are and especially how this should be measured is an open,
but heavily studied topic [20].

It should be realized that training sets for various classi-
fiers may have different sizes and that these sets in particu-
lar may differ from a possible training set for the combining

classifier as well as from an evaluation set. The objects
these sets need to have representations that can be ap
to all constituting classifiers, otherwise the combinatio
becomes impossible. Consequently, they may be sign
cantly smaller than sets used for training the base classifi

The size of the set of base classifiers determines the in
dimensionality for the combiner (the number of class
times the number of base classifiers). We will return later
how important this size is, in relation with the size of th
training set for judging whether a trained combiner shou
be used.

3. Fixed combining rules

The fixed combining rules make use of the fact that th
outputs of the base classifiers are not just numbers, but
they have a clear interpretation: class labels, distances
confidences. The confidence is sometimes interpreted
generated by fuzzy class membership functions[1,1
sometimes by class posterior probabilities [4]. In the fo
lowing discussion we will use the latter concept. The con
dence Pi(x) of objectx with respect to classωi (i = 1, ...,c)
is defined as

Pi(x) = Prob(ωi | x) (1)

In relation with classifierCj(x), however, it depends just on
the outcome Cij(x) of this classifier for classωi:

Pij(x) = Prob(ωi | Cij(x)) (2)

Cij(x) is some numerical outcome of classifierj for classωi.
It can be the distance to a prototype, the distance to a se
rating hyperplane, the outcome of an output unit of a neu
network, etcetera. The probabilities in (1) and (2) a
defined over allx in the universe of objects of interest. Clas
sification is done by assigning objectx to the class with the
highest confidence. The probability thatx is correctly clas-
sified by classifierj, called the local accuracyηj(x), is

ηj(x) = maxi{Pi(x)} (3)

The expected accuracyηj of classifierCj(x) thereby is

ηj = Ex[maxi{Pij(x)}] (4)

If we assume that the classifier outputs Cij(x) are estimates
of the confidences Pij(x) thenηj(x) is estimated by

(5)

The expected accuracy can be found by an evaluation s

(6)

It is possible to use for this estimate the training set. Fo
well trained classifier holds that , while for an over
trained classifier will hold that .

Some well known simple fixed rules for combining th
set of base classifiers {Cj(x), j=1, ...,n}, into a combining
classifierQ(x) = {Q i(x), i=1, ...,c} will now be summarized

η̂ j x( ) maxi Ci j x( ){ }=

η̂ j maxi Ci j xk( ){ }
k
∑=

η̂ j η j≈
η̂ j η j»
1051-4651/02 $17.00 (c)  2002 IEEE
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(see [19] for a theoretical comparison of some of them).
Note that normalization may be needed.

1. the product rule:

(7)

This rule is good if the individual classifiers are indepen-
dent, i.e. that the outcomes of Cij(x) for randomx are inde-
pendent for fixedi (class) and variablej (classifier). This is
hardly ever the case. An example may be found by two clas-
sifiers computed for different feature spaces that are entirely
unrelated, e.g. based on face images and voices assuming
that within a class the feature distributions in the two spaces
are independent. See [13, 30]. The rule assumes noise free
and reliable confidence estimates. It fails if these estimates
may be accidentally zero or very small.

2. the sum rule:

(8)

This is equivalent to the product rule for small deviations in
the classifier outcomes (still assuming independent classifi-
ers).

An entirely different set-up for which this rule may work
well is a collection of similar base classifiers with indepen-
dent noise behavior. In this case the errors in the confi-
dences are averaged out by the summation. An example is a
set of classifiers based on the same model (e.g. Bayes nor-
mal) in the same feature space, but trained by independently
drawn training sets. This is the case in bagging [2,26]. Also
in case a large set of similar classifiers is generated based on
different, randomly selected feature sets, the sum-rule may
be useful in reducing the noise in large sets of so-called
weak classifiers [10,27,28].

3. the maximum rule:

(9)

At first glance this seems reasonable: select the classifier
that is most confident of itself. This immediately fails, how-
ever, if some classifiers are more overtrained than others. In
that case they may be overconfident and thereby dominating
the outcome, without having a better performance. This can
be corrected by a following training procedure.

The maximum rule, however, also fails for simple classi-
fiers that are not sensitive for nuances that more compli-
cated, and thereby better, classifiers are able to detect. The
first ones dominate the maximum rule, deteriorating the
classification accuracy. It appears to be hard to find exam-
ples in which the global maximum rule (9) is intuitively a
good choice. Our main application is the combination of a
set of two-class discriminants for solving multi-class prob-
lems [31].

4. the minimum rule:

(10)

This is not as strange as it seems, as it finally will select t
outcome of the classifier that has the least objection aga
a certain class. But, like for the maximum rule, a goo
example of a situation in which this rule is really adequa
is hard to find.
5. the median rule:

(11)

This rule is similar to the sum rule (8) but may yield mor
robust results.

There are several rules for crisp classifier outputs, bas
on the generated class labels only, like the (weighte
majority vote and the naive Bayes combiner [18]. We w
not discuss them in this paper.

There are many examples in which fixed rules appear
be useful, i.e. that the combined classifier is better than e
of the base classifier individually. In particular this holds
the feature spaces are different, but also combinations
classifiers trained in the same feature space by the sa
training set may show improved results [5,12].

From the above summary it can be concluded that on
under very strict conditions a fixed rule is really the be
combination. They will certainly be sub-optimal if the bas
classifiers generate unreliable confidences (e.g. caused
small training set or by overtraining). But also if the avai
able set of objects is sufficiently large to avoid this a
improved result may be found by carefully training th
combining classifier. This will be discussed further in th
next section.

4. Trained combiners

Instead of using one of the fixed combining rules a trai
ing set can be used to adapt the combining classifier to
classification problem. A few possibilities will be dis
cussed. In the following section we will go into the issue o
the choice and the size of the training set.

4.1 Calibration of base classifier outputs

The base classifiers may be trained independently. Th
are several reasons why their outputs are not automatic
optimally scaled with respect to each other: they deal w
different feature spaces, they are based on different mod
they needed different numbers of training epochs, etcete
It is important that their outputs are properly scaled, esp
cially if they are used for confidence estimates and a fix
combiner is used. A simple normalization of weights, eve
if all base classifiers are linear and in the same featu
space, is not sufficient. It is important for combining that th
confidence estimates are such that a classifier outcome
y = Cij(x) implies that a fraction y of all objects x with the

Qi x( ) Ci j x( )
j

∏∼

Qi x( ) Ci j x( )
j

∑∼

Qi x( ) maxj Ci j x( ){ }∼

Qi x( ) min j Ci j x( ){ }∼

Qi x( ) medianj Ci j x( ){ }∼
1051-4651/02 $17.00 (c)  2002 IEEE
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same classifier outcome belong to classωi. So, if Cij(x) is
based on some discriminant Sij(x) then

Cij(x) = f(Sij(x)) (12)

with f(•) such that

(13)

In general, f(•) has to map distances to a discriminant to
probabilities, so f:ℜ → [0,1]. An example is the logistic
function f(z) = 1/(1+exp(-αz)). The free parameterα has to
be optimized on the training set such that (13) holds.

4.2 Global selection and weighting of base classifiers

The base classifiers may differ in performance as well as
in the amount of overtraining. Both can be measured by an
evaluation set. The results may be used for the selection or
weighting of classifiers like in the weighted majority rule
traditionally used in boosting [6,28]. Confidence estimates
of overtrained classifiers can be improved by rescaling their
outputs as discussed in section 4.1.

4.3 Global selection of ensembles

Instead of selecting base classifiers, also a selection may
be made out of a set combining systems, each of them being
based on possibly another subset of base classifiers and/or
another combining rule. To make such a selection by an
evaluation set is in fact a kind of training. This type of selec-
tion differs from the traditional selection of the best single
classifier as the number of possible combinations is much
larger. For a discussion see [29].

4.4 Local selection of base classifiers

Base classifiers may differ in performance over the set of
objects. For different objects different classifiers may per-
form well. If their local confidence estimates Cij(x) are suf-
ficiently reliable they might be used directly, resulting in the
maximum rule as discussed in section 3. Unless the classi-
fier is based on density estimates in the entire feature space,
this method is not local. A linear discriminant, for instance,
produces the same outcomes on all points in the feature
space that have the same distance to the discriminating
hyperplane. The corresponding confidence estimate may be
good for some objects and bad for others. Here a training set
may be used to estimate locally the confidence (perfor-
mance) for each classifier.

The are several schemes proposed for the local selection
of classifiers, e.g. see [7,8,18,33]. The basic idea, however,
is similar: use the training set to partition the feature space
in regions and find for each region the best base classifier.
The combining classifier has first to find the region of the

objectx to be classified. Next, the classification is done b
the base classifier assigned to that region.

Selection of base classifiers appears to work surprisin
well, even if just a small set of objects is used to define t
regions. The large comparison experiment reported in [2
shows the best results for a combiner based on a selec
procedure originally proposed in [33].

4.5 The general combining classifier

The outputs of the base classifiers can be used as
input features of a general classifier used for combinin
e.g. the Parzen classifier, a neural network or Fisher’s lin
discriminant. An example of such a classifier used for com
bining is the Decision Template proposed in [16]. It is i
fact the nearest mean method applied on the confidence
puts of the base classifiers.

If a Bayes consistent classifier is used like the Parz
classifier, then for large training sets the classifier is optim
and thereby the combiner is. It may be expected, howev
that other, more specialized classifiers are possible that p
form better (i.e. approach the asymptotic Bayes perfo
mance faster). In particular it may be expected th
classifiers like some fuzzy sets based decision rules [1,
can show this behavior as they make use of the fact that
are dealing with confidences and not with arbitrary nume
ical features.

5. Some remarks on training sets

In the design of a combined classifier system the proble
of how to use the total available set of objects, the desi
set, is more complicated than in the design of a single cl
sifier, see also [25,29]. On several places there is the nee
train and to evaluate classifiers and sets of classifiers. On
basis of these evaluations again decisions have to be m
e.g. with respect to the set of base classifiers and to
selection of the combining rule.

The re-use of the training set used for the design of t
base classifiers on the combination level has to be disco
aged if the base classifiers are (almost) overtrained. Corr
tions are sometimes possible [24], but may be bet
avoided. As the combination of weak classifiers can be ve
successful, the combination of weakly trained base class
ers may be a good option as it allows the re-use of the sa
training data.

We see the following possible strategies (in all cases
part of the design set has to be reserved exclusively for
final evaluation):

1. Use just a single training set. Train the base classifi
carefully, such that overtraining is really avoided an

Ci j x( ) Prob x ωi∈ Si j x( )( )≈
1051-4651/02 $17.00 (c)  2002 IEEE
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confidence estimates are reliable. The use of fixed com-
bining rules may be effective now.

2. Use just a single training set. Train the base classifiers
weakly. The same training set may now be used for
training a combining classifier.

3. Separate the available training sets into two parts. Use
one part for the base classifiers and one part for the com-
bining classifier. The base classifiers can be trained as
good as possible, without more precaution against over-
training than usual. If some overtraining occurs, this is
corrected by training the output classifier on an indepen-
dent training set.

A fourth possible strategy, often used in practice, is discour-
aged by us. That is the use of just a single training set com-
bined with training of base classifiers without more
precaution against overtraining than usual. In this case,
both, the use of fixed as well as trained combiners is not
well possible anymore. Fixed combiners will not work
because the confidence estimations are due to overtraining.
The training of a combining classifier will fail if performed
by the same training set as its representation in the output
space of the base classifiers is not representative for new
objects.

In the selection of a strategy the size of the available
training set is important. A large set of base classifiers will
result into a high dimensional feature space for the combin-
ing classifier. This requires a large training set.

6. Dissimilarity based pattern recognition

The use of untrained classifiers like the fixed combiners
is not uncommon in pattern recognition. To some respect
the nearest neighbor rule is also untrained. In this case the
available training set is just used as a reference, but there is
no classifier optimised on it. New objects are directly clas-
sified according to the most similar training object. In fact
this rule is comparable to the maximum combiner.

It appears to be possible to construct a trained classifier
on the distance matrix that represents the training set. In the
nearest neighbor rule this distance matrix is not used. Clas-
sification is done on the distances to new objects only. In
dissimilarity based pattern recognition [22,23] classifiers
are trained on the distance matrix of the training set. Instead
of the nearest neighbor distance some linear or nonlinear
combination of all distances is optimized, similar to the
trained combiner as being a function of confidences.

It is argued here that trained combiners are asymptoti-
cally better than fixed combiners. This may also be true for
dissimilarity based classifiers. The initial experiments show
that this holds often for objects directly represented by dis-
similiraities. The relation between dissimilarity based pat-
tern recognition and combining classifiers may be deepened
further, as the distance to a labeled training object is in fact
very similar to the outcome of a classifier.

7. Discussion

We presented a discussion on the use of trained comb
ers. This is by far not a new issue. The book by Nilsson [2
treated this topic already in 1965. Confidences, howev
were hardly used at that time.

Confidences make the issue of combining classifie
manageable as it allows for continuous feature spaces. S
much more has to be done. In the fixed combining rul
confidences are treated according to their interpretation,
these rules are sub-optimal. In the trained combining ru
that interpretation is usually neglected. They may b
asymptotically optimal, but might do better if a better us
could be made of the properties of confidences.

We emphasized that a proper training of base classifi
is important, certainly if one likes to get most out of th
data. In relation with classifier combining, proper trainin
implies avoiding overtraining entirely as the performance
the base classifiers is not of primary importance, Instea
reliable outcomes transformable to unbiased confiden
estimates is the main issue.

A next step in research may be the retraining of ba
classifiers (or even the redesign of the whole set) after tra
ing and evaluating the combining classifier. By this, th
design of a combined classifier system becomes an itera
procedure. For the construction of advanced and comp
cated pattern recognition systems this may be fina
unavoidable.
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